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sorTIng UnITs WITh WeIghIng sYsTem
These units help to fight food waste by raising awareness among diners. They can see the weight of 
their own waste in real time. This data can then be downloaded onto a simple USB stick and used 
in Excel. This is a must-have tool for tracking the volume of waste from each meal and optimising 
the make-up of future menus.

sorTIng UnITs
These are designed to be placed in the dining area against a wall. They are ergonomic with a 
tray rest to facilitate subsequent operations. They allow for sorting of waste, then storing glasses, 
cutlery and plates before being taken up by the washing up staff. A hinged door under the tray 
rest provides access to bags for disposal.

pre-sorTIng UnITs
These are designed for waste management. They come with a tray rest to facilitate the operation. 
The central pre-sorting units include bag holders, 800 mm high, accessible from the rear for waste 
disposal. The wall pre-sorting units have bag holders, 600 mm high arranged behind hinged doors 
accessible under the tray rest.

pre-sorTIng TabLes
Boasting a simple design without tray rest or cladding, the pre-sorting tables are designed for 
waste management in the dining area. They have bag holders accessed from the rear for waste 
disposal. They come in a central version or a version against a wall with curved splash back.

This trolley designed as an incentive to teach schoolchildren to manage the consumption of bread 
from an early age. The product has two cursors, the first of which makes it possible to determine 
the original level of waste and the second, the target bread waste at the end of the period.

 Colours to match the cladding of Tournus sorting and pre-sorting units.
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SORTING IN DINING AREA
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